Line and rotational defects in
boron-nitrene: Structure, energetics,
and dependence on mechanical strain
from ﬁrst-principles calculations
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A new class of point defects was recently discovered in sheets
of non-stoichiometric transition metal dichalcogenides, twodimensional (2D) materials with a trigonal prismatic lattice.
Using ab initio calculations, we study the morphology and
energetics of such defects, which involve 608 rotations of
covalent bonds, in another 2D material with the same
symmetry—hexagonal BN monolayer. We further investigate
transformations of isolated vacancies into rotational defects
and vacancy lines and demonstrate that agglomeration of

vacancies is energetically favorable, but lines are preferable
over rotational defects in the case of B-vacancies, while these
defects have similar energies in N-deﬁcient sheets. Finally,
we study effects of mechanical strain on defect energetics. Our
results provide microscopic insights into the thermodynamics
of defects and point towards new routes to the engineering of
the properties of boron-nitrene by introduction of defects and
strain.
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1 Introduction Following the fabrication of freestanding graphene [1], the rapidly growing family of twodimensional (2D) materials have been at the forefront of the
research, as the reduced dimensionality provides ample
opportunities for developing materials with unique characteristics. Among 2D systems, hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN or
boron-nitrene) [2, 3] which contrary to graphene has no direct
analogues in nature and can only be manufactured synthetically, has attracted enormous amount of attention from the
materials science community. Insulating electronic properties
in combination with high mechanical stiffness and thermal
stability suggest using h-BN in a plethora of applications [2],
for example as a substrate in 2D electronic devices.
At the same time, the 2D nature of boron-nitrene implies
that intrinsic and extrinsic defects in this material should

have a stronger effect on its properties and makes h-BN
more vulnerable to the effects of the environment, as
compared to bulk systems. Indeed, numerous [4–8] studies
conﬁrmed the presence of point and line defects in h-BN
sheets. Even though some of these defects may have been
introduced during the characterization of the material by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) [6, 7, 9, 10], the
complete control over boron-nitrene properties requires the
detailed microscopic knowledge of defect behavior and
properties, i.e., the information on their atomic structure, as
well as their formation and migration energies. Moreover, it
is well known that defects, especially irradiation-induced
ones [11], can be useful for achieving speciﬁc functionalities of BN nanostructures, e.g., sidewall functionalization [12] of BN nanotubes or local magnetism in BN
ß 2015 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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layers [13], which further motivates research on defect
properties.
The behavior of single vacancies in both B and N
sublattices has been extensively studied [6–8, 14, 15], see
also Ref. [16] and references therein. As their formation
energy is quite high [14, 17–20], such defects are expected
not to be present in BN nanostructures in measurable
concentrations at room temperature, but can be produced
by an electron beam of the microscope, and likely
disappear later by picking up carbon atoms from the
environment [21–23]. Another type of point defects, which
can be produced by a 908 rotation of a bond in the atomic
network of h-BN and are referred to as Stone–Wales
defects [24], Figure 1(a and b) has widely been discussed,
but it has never been observed, though. Such defects
do exist in graphene [25] and silica bilayers [26], 2D
systems with the hexagonal symmetry. In h-BN, a system
with the trigonal symmetry, such defects would require
homo-nuclear bonds, which normally are energetically
unfavorable.
Recently, a new class or rotational defects has been
observed in single layer transition metal dichalcogenides
(TMDs) [27], such as WS2 and WSe2, 2D materials with the
trigonal symmetry, the same as in boron-nitrene. The
heteroatomic nature of chemical bonds was preserved by a
608 rotation of several atoms around their common
neighboring atom, as schematically shown in Fig. 1(c and
d) for boron-nitrene. Note that transformations involve six

Figure 1 Atomic structures of stochiometric rotational defects
in h-BN monolayer. SW corresponds to a Stone–Wales
defect formed by a 908 rotation of a bond. M3 stands for a 608
rotation of three atoms. Formation energies of defects are also
listed.
ß 2015 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

atoms in TMDs, and three in BN sheets. Such defects
appeared in some chalcogen-deﬁcient TMDs at high
temperatures due to coalescence of single vacancies,
and were energetically favorable with respect to isolated
vacancies. However, in some TMD materials, e.g., MoS2,
line agglomerations of vacancies had lower energies as
compared to large rotational defects [28]. Such observations
naturally give rise to the following questions: “Can such
defects exist in h-BN, and can they appear due to vacancy
agglomeration, as in TMDs?”
Here, by employing ﬁrst-principles calculations, we
study the energetics of rotational and line vacancy defects
in h-BN. We further investigate the behavior of the defects
under the inﬂuence of mechanical strain. We analyze the
strain ﬁelds near point defects and show that the strain
generated by single vacancy defects (SV) can be reduced
by coalescence of SVs to complex defects like divacancy
(DV) or line defects. Our results indicate that rotational
defects are higher in energy than line defects in B-deﬁcient
boron-nitrene, and should not exist in h-BN under ambient
conditions. However, rotational and line defects have
similar energies in N-deﬁcient h-BN, and they should even
become energetically favorable under mechanical strain,
pointing towards new defect and strain-mediated routes to
engineering the properties of boron-nitrene.
2 Method and model Our calculations were performed within the framework of density functional
theory [29, 30] using the generalized gradient approximation with the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof [31] parameterization as implemented in the Vienna ab initio Simulation
Package [32–34]. The projected augmented wave
(PAW) [35] approach was employed to describe core
electrons, and a plane wave basis set with energy cutoff of
400 eV was used. To calculate atomic structure, the
Brillouin zone was sampled according to the Monkhorst–
Pack [36] scheme with a k-point density of 0.08 Å 1. To
avoid spurious interactions between neighboring images
in the supercell approach, a vacuum layer of 12 Å in
the transverse directions was included. Atomic structure
optimization was performed until the forces acting on each
atom became less than 0.05 eV/Å . h-BN was modeled as a
supercell composed from 12  12 unit cells, so that the
initial structure, in which the defects were introduced,
consisted of 288 atoms. To assess the errors in the formation
energies of defects, we also carried out calculations for B/N
vacancies and M3 rotational defects in a 14  14 supercell
composed from 392 atoms and found that the difference in
the formation energies was less than 0.15 eV as compared
to the results obtained for the 12  12 supercell. This
difference is substantially less than the typical difference
(more than 1 eV) between formation energies of defects we
compare, e.g., three single vacancies and the M3 rotational
defect. For large line defects, we performed another test, we
calculated the formation energy of such defects with and
without supercell optimization. Such calculations should
give a lower and an upper limit on the formation energy of
www.pss-b.com
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the defect in the dilute limit. For Line B/N SV5 defects, we
found that the difference between the results is 0.6 and
0.7 eV, respectively, which is again considerably less than
the typical values of energy difference between line and
rotational defects, so that our conclusion are at least
qualitatively correct.
3 Results and discussion Hexagonal boron nitride
monolayers can contain stoichiometric (formed by the
rotation of B–N bonds) and nonstoichiometric (with
some atoms missing) defects, which can be constructed
from vacancies. We found that in the former case formation
of Stone–Wales defects [908 bond rotation, Fig. 1(b)]
requires relatively high energy of about 6.6 eV, indicating
that indeed their concentration even at high temperatures of
1000 8C should be negligible.
Their formation energies, calculated as a difference in
total energies of the system with and without defects for M3
rotational defects (where M3 stands for rotation of three
bonds around their common center) are also shown in Fig. 1.
It is evident that formation energies of M3 rotational defects
are higher than for the SW defect, even though the
heteroatomic nature of the bonds is preserved.
To understand the reason for such a behavior, we
calculated strain ﬁelds near the defects. Strain ﬁelds were
deﬁned as a difference between the B–N bond lengths in the
system with defects and in pristine one [37]. All defects gave
rise to long-ranged strain ﬁelds, see Fig. 2(a–c). The
introducing of low-symmetry SW defect [Fig. 1(b)] leads to
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the formation of the regions of compressed B–N bonds from
the side of pentagonal rings and stretched bonds from the
side of heptagonal rings.
The M3 defects presented in Fig. 2(b) and (c) were
formed from the pristine structure by the rotation of three
boron/nitrogen atoms with respect to nitrogen/boron,
respectively. Threefold symmetry of such type of defects
affects the strain ﬁeld in the same manner, so that the strain
ﬁeld also has threefold symmetry.
Large strain ﬁelds near defects indicate that their
formation energy can considerably change if the external
stress is applied. We calculated the dependence of the
formation energy on bi-axial tensile strain [Fig. 2(d)] using
the relation Ef ðeÞ ¼ Edef ðeÞ  Eprist ðeÞ where Edef and Eprist
are energies of defective and pristine conﬁgurations,
respectively. The dependence of the total energy on strain
and overall the mechanical properties of the pristine system
agreed well with the previous calculations [38]. We found a
monotonous and rather weak dependence of formation
energy on strain, so that one cannot expect any changes in
atomic structure of h-BN monolayer at least in the strain
range upto 5%. The formation energies for all the defects
decrease with strain indicating reduced radiation hardness,
as reported before [39].
Having assessed the energetics of defects in the
stoichiometric boron-nitrene, we moved on to defects in
the non-stoichiometric h-BN sheets. The behavior of defects
in the atom-deﬁcient system (either B or N atoms missing) is
more complicated, as compared to stoichiometric defects.

Figure 2 Strain ﬁelds near rotational defects in boron-nitrene. SW defect (a), defects caused by the rotation of three boron/nitrogen
atoms with respect to nitrogen/boron, respectively (b, c). Formation energy as a function of bi-axial strain (d); the crossing points are
denoted by vertical lines. The bonds are colored according to an increase (blue) or decrease (red) in the bond length.
www.pss-b.com
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The creation of SVs also incurs a high energy penalty
(>7.8 eV). We stress that the formation energy depends on
the environment, that is the chemical potentials of the atoms
involved [40] and the charge state of the defect, but in any
case, vacancies can be produced by the electron beam. Once
formed, SVs cannot be healed just due to the lack of atoms
(at least for the in vacuo case). Finite migration barriers [41]
allow vacancies to diffuse (at high temperatures) and
coalescence with each other forming either line or rotational
defects. Therefore SVs can be considered as building blocks
for new defects in the h-BN, with their formation energy
being dependent upon external conditions. We note that at
low temperatures when diffusion is suppressed, formation of
triangular holes [6, 7] under electron beam is expected,
though.
In order to understand if coalescence of vacancies into
larger defects is possible and what kinds of defects

(rotational or line defects) are favorable, we calculated
the energy difference Ec between defect agglomerations
(that is rotational or line structures) and corresponding
isolated defects and normalized them over the number of
missing atoms. Ec can be referred to as the energy released
upon coalescence of defects. We also accounted for the
effects of tensile bi-axial strain on the energetics.
The calculated dependencies of coalescence energy on
strain are presented in Fig. 3. The number of missing atoms is
also given. The considered rotational defects were the M3 and
M5 defects, which involved rotations of three and seven atoms
around one and three centers, see Ref. [27] for details. The
negative values of formation energies indicate that coalescence of defects is energetically favorable. It is also evident
from Fig. 3(b) that even short line defects composed from
three B vacancies have lower energy than the rotational
defects, and external strain does not give rise to any changes in

Figure 3 (a,d) Atomic structures of complex defects in the non-stochiometric (a) B- and (d) N-deﬁcient h-BN sheet. The energies
released upon coalescence of isolated vacancies are shown in red in each panel. (b,e) Dependence of coalescence energy of the defects
in (b) B- and (e) N-deﬁcient h-BN sheet upon bi-axial strain. Di-vacancy defect, rotational defects M3-3SV and M5-5SV are marked
in pink, black, and blue, respectively, linear defects consisted of three, four, ﬁve, and seven missed atoms are marked in red, cyan,
orange, and gray, respectively, whereas the energy for inﬁnite line of vacancies is depicted in green. (c,f) The dependence of the
coalescence energy of line defects on the inverse length of the defects for the zero external strain.
ß 2015 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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the picture. Similar trends have been observed in S-deﬁcient
MoS2 samples [28]. In panels c and f, the dependence of the
coalescence energy of line defects on the inverse length of the
defects is shown for the zero external strain.
The situation is more complicated for the N-deﬁcient
case. The energies of line and rotational defects are very
close, so that one can expect that defects of either kind can
appear. Moreover, their concentration can be controlled by
strain. Divacancies, which involve both N and B vacancies,
can also appear, but the type of vacancies can generally be
controlled by altering chemical potentials of B/N atoms, that
is by the environment (e.g., by putting the system in a N- or
B-rich atmosphere).
Further 608 rotations should give rise to larger defects,
as in TMDs [27]. It is evident already from the M5-5SV
defect that the 5-8-5 line is actually a boundary separating
grains with a twin mirror symmetry. The defects can further
grow up through bond rotations, and correspondingly the
area of the phase with the mirrored symmetry decreases.
The 5-8-5 lines are exactly the structures, which have been
discussed in the literature as extended defects for engineering the electronic properties of h-BN sheets and ribbons [42].
In agreement with previous calculations (for the ribbon
geometry with edges of the ribbons passivated with Hatoms), our results indicate that such defect indeed give rise
to new states in the gap of boron-nitrene.
Figure 4 shows the electronic structure of the 5-8-5 grain
boundary in h-BN simulated by reﬂected zigzag-edge
ribbons due to mirror symmetry induced by the defect. The
defect-induced states are clearly evident. A similar behavior
was reported for the 5-7 dislocation [43], 8-5-5-8 boundary
in MoS2 [44], WSe2 [27], and epitaxial graphene on
Ni(111) [45]. For the boundary formed by B dimers, a new
state appears in the vicinity of the conduction band, while in
the opposite case occupied states are formed close to the
valence bands. We stress that DFT calculations with
semilocal exchange and correlation functionals underestimate the gap, as evident from more accurate GW
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calculations [46] but give a qualitatively correct picture of
defect states in this material [47].
4 Conclusions To sum up, using ﬁrst-principles
atomistic calculations carried out within the framework
of the density-functional theory, we studied the morphology and energetics of rotational and line defects in boronnitrene—a 2D material with a trigonal prismatic lattice—
and tried to ﬁnd analogies with the behavior of such defects
in 2D TMDs, 2D systems with the same crystal lattice
symmetry. We showed that the agglomeration of isolated
vacancies into the rotational and line defects is energetically favorable, but lines are preferable over rotational
defects in the case of B-vacancies, while these defects have
similar energies in N-deﬁcient sheets. The behavior of
defects in h-BN is reminiscent of that in MoS2, but different
from what has been observed in other TMDs [27]. We also
studied the effects of mechanical strain on defect energetics
and showed that defect types and their abundance can be
controlled by strain in the case of N-deﬁcient BN sheets.
Our results provide microscopic insights into the behavior
of defects, and indicate that defect agglomeration may be
observed in BN sheets using high-resolution TEM at high
temperature, which should allow defect migration and
atomic structure transformations. The B or N deﬁcit can be
created by electron-beam-induced knock-on damage and
possibly selection of pressure of the species in the chamber.
As line and rotational defects give rise to different defectinduced states in the electronic structure of h-BN, our
ﬁndings point towards new defect and strain-mediated
routes to engineering the properties of boron-nitrene. Our
ﬁrst-principles results should also be useful for the
development and testing empirical potentials for BN
structures: there has recently been a lot of interest in
classical Tersoff-like potentials [16, 48] for the BN
systems, and the accurate values of defects formation
energies can be used for the validation of empirical
potential results [16, 49].

Figure 4 Atomic structures of the 5-8-5 lines, which are the boundaries between h-BN structures with mirrored symmetry by the
example of M5 defects (a) and inﬁnite lines (insets in panels b and c). Electronic structure of 5-8-5 line defect in (b) boron and (c) nitrogen
deﬁcient case in h-BN ribbons. The red plots are the data for the ribbons without line defects. Fermi level is marked by the arrow.
www.pss-b.com
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